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Copper Napkin Cases

Copper Napkin Cases 

Kitchen accessory to store and serve napkins Special quality of construction Completely Handmade product 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Introducing the Copper Napkin Cases from Mediterranean Art, a renowned name in crafting and retailing traditional Greek products. Specializing
in handmade copper items, our collection encompasses a wide array, including Kitchen Ware, Decorative Items, Kitchen and Coffee
Accessories, as well as copper items tailored for bars and fireplaces. The Copper Napkin Cases stand as a testament to our commitment to
marrying functionality with the timeless beauty of Greek craftsmanship.

Designed to be both practical and aesthetically pleasing, the Copper Napkin Cases serve as an elegant kitchen accessory for storing and
serving napkins. Beyond mere functionality, these cases add a touch of sophistication to your dining experience, making them a standout
feature in our diverse product range.

What distinguishes our Copper Napkin Cases is the special quality of construction inherent in each piece. Meticulously handmade, these cases
are not just storage solutions; they are a fusion of artistry and utility. Crafted with care, using high-quality materials, these cases are built to
withstand daily use while maintaining their exquisite appearance.

The Mediterranean Art Copper Napkin Cases are a harmonious blend of tradition and innovation, bringing the warmth of Greek heritage to your
dining table. Elevate your dining experience with these entirely handmade products that showcase the unique artistry of our skilled craftsmen.
Immerse yourself in the richness of Greek culture and practical elegance with our Copper Napkin Cases, a true embodiment of the
Mediterranean Art philosophy.
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https://www.mediterranean-art.com/images/stories/virtuemart/product/NZ6_3371.jpg
https://www.mediterranean-art.com/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&view=productdetails&task=askquestion&virtuemart_product_id=139&virtuemart_category_id=25&tmpl=component
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Product Code 3151

  

Height 9,5cm     Width 18cm

 

  
  

Product Code 3152 (with a bar)
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Height 11cm     Diameter 18cm
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